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Hereâ€™s an amazing baby book like no other. For one, because The Baby Keepsake Book and

Planner is in a binder, itâ€™s completely guilt-free and customizable. Forgot to record babyâ€™s

first steps? No matter, just tear out that page. Is your baby adopted? No need to avoid the pages

about your birthing experience; instead, add pages about your journey to adoption. Second, it

combines the precious and the practical. The binder includes six tabbed dividers with pockets,

covering pregnancy through age four. Then inside are 104 full-color pages, including everything

from checklists, doctorâ€™s notes, menu planning charts, vaccine and immunization schedule to All

About Us, First Feelings, Your Favorite Things, Birthday Party Memories. In addition, there is a

plastic pouch for odd-sized memorabilia like a hospital bracelet; ten pages of heavyweight stock to

mount photographs and other visual memorabilia; a foldout growth chart (on the underside of the

belly band); and a keepsake envelope for a lock of hair. And third, the binder includes three portable

bookletsâ€”â€œPrenatal Doctorâ€™s Visits,â€• â€œNursing Tracker,â€• and â€œPediatrician Visits.â€•

This perfect baby shower gift is as stylish as it is useful. In the same format as the authorâ€™s

category-killing Wedding Planner & Organizer, it is inspiring, easy to use, and funâ€”and will be a

memento to hand down from one generation to the next.
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I was searching for the perfect Keepsake Book for my first baby and since this had rave reviews I

thought I'd purchase it. I really like the tips on what to bring to the Hospital, pages to write about the

baby shower and gifts received, and I love how it's divided into the different years of growth. I also



like how much information I can write regarding our checkup visits, headlines in the year of birth,

and an "about us" section. My only complaint is that the lines for some of the questions are too short

so it ends up looking sloppy. Also, I would HIGHLY recommend buying this book at a bookstore!!

When  shipped it to me, the front of the binder and corners were dinged. Also, some of the dividers

were bent and pages were ripping out. It's a great book if you get it shipped safe and secure!! There

was minimal packaging material in it and the box was way bigger than the book so I am certain that

is how the dings came about. Overall, it is a great book and the neutral colors are perfect! Mindy

Weiss did a great job of creating this!

I don't ever write reviews, but I thought this baby book deserved one. If you have been searching as

long and hard as I have for the 'perfect' baby book this is about as close to it you will come. I wanted

a book that was expandable, meaning I could add my own pages, if need be. The book is a hard

cover binder and seems well made. It includes so many pages to write about you, your significant

other, and the baby. It also includes 8-10 pages to mount photographs. I will be adding a few more

pages for photo's but that's okay! It also has a place to store the first lock of hair. And it has a clear

plastic page in which you can store small keepsakes in. It is great for either gender of baby. For the

price you can't go wrong.

I really liked this book, but unfortunately returned it twice. The first book was dinged upon arrival,

and so was the replacement. I will buy this book in person to ensure that it is not damaged in transit.

This is a great book to have for your own child, and also a great gift for anyone expecting.

I wanted a baby book to track firsts, keep notes for the baby, etc. I thought this was a little much.

Almost too thorough. Wanted to return but wasn't happy with the return fees so I'm just keeping it

and plan to re-gift it at a baby shower.

LOVE this keepsake binder. very intuitive. big fan of mindy weiss's event planning books, so I was

very excited to see she made this baby keepsake planner. Our baby is still a newborn, but so far our

favorite section is the part where we can document funny stories/moments that occur in the first

year. we keep the book open to that page on the kitchen counter and as something funny or not so

funny occurs my husband or I will document it... I know that one day it will be really great to recall

these memories.



We are having our first baby and looked at so many baby books! This one offers a growth chart, tip,

and lots of space to write to your little one :)

This is seriously the cutest best book for pregnancy and after the baby is born. I have been having

so much fun tracking my pregnancy in this book. I cannot wait till my baby is here and old enough to

go through the book with him!

I purchased The Baby Keepsake Book and Planner for my first son this past winter. I love the book

and it's the cutest one out there. I couldn't find a baby book I wanted for the longest time, and this

one hit it out of the park! I've had the best time filling in all the cute firsts and stories already! Thank

you for such a precious keepsake!
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